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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The subconscious mind uses three processes to make sense of the millions of bits of information that we perceiveSorting into categoriesCreating associations between thingsFilling in the gaps when we only receive partial informationThese three processes together add up to schemas: the “frames” through which our brains help us understand and navigate the worldOthering is a set of common processes that engender marginality and persistent inequality across any of the full range of human differences. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To underscore how quickly the process of categorization happens:it takes only 100 milliseconds (1/10 of a second) for our brains to respond to race and about 150 ms to gender. Opportunity structures are the web of influences beyond our individual control that enhance and constrain our ability to succeed and excelLife changes are shaped by opportunity structures, and those structures are just as important, if not more so, than the choices that individuals makeSpatial/racial/opportunity segregationSchemas are social: they exist in our classroom environment, language, metaphors, etc.The unconscious is not just an individual or internal phenomenonThe unconscious is social and interacting with the environmentSocial categories (race, gender, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, etc.) comprise some of the most powerful schemas operating at the subconscious levelThe environment helps to create and maintain our schemasThese schemas give rise to implicit biasStress, cognitive overload, time pressure, competing tasks and prioritiesImplicit bias can leak into everyday interactions“Micro-aggressions” and subtle body language affect interpersonal interactions“Self-fulfilling prophecy” emerges when nonverbal behaviors are reciprocated with either nervousness or confidence by the interviewee (Word, Zanna & Cooper, 1974)Related to Claude Steele’s “stereotype threat” (1995)Messages can be framed to speak to our unconsciousCumulatively, these interactions reinforce or exacerbate already existing inequalities within and across systemsWhat are the ways structures can marginalize groups?Race, gender, class, sexual orientation, disability, religion, etc.Groups are pushed toward the edges or outside of the circle of human concern through a process of marginalizationAlthough these groups may be comprised of vulnerable individuals, that vulnerability is not intrinsic; it is a result of that processWorking for equity and justice requires engaging at three levelsStructuralThe consciousThe unconscious



Structures combine and interact
to produce differential outcomes

How We are Structured by Structures
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We are all 
situated 
within 
structures. 
But we are 
situated 
differently 
and unevenly.

Adapted from john powell/Haas Institute materials: http://haasinstitute.berkeley.edu/perception-reality-understanding-
breakthrough-mind-science-research-racial-bias   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural interventions alone do not help change dominant conversations that racialize.How we talk about race mattersNeed to create an empathetic space What work are the structures doing?Importance of understanding at the macro-levelImportance of understanding relationality within systems: density and thicknessImportance of leverage points
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